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appy Halloween! ROARSHOCK PAGE extends greetings and salutations to all our
friends in the far reaches of space and the
many directions of time. Here and now, for your consideration, the penultimate strange and curious extracts
from Real Replica Watches by Anon of Ibid.
REAL REPLICA WATCHES
TWENTYTHIRD HOUR:
ROBERT ANTON SOLOWAY
Bullshit D. Salvageable seemed in deep reverie. Yes, he
said, instructions. Yes... the first task... He moved forward into the firelight. Close up, Gaff H. Freestanding
thought he looked like there was only one day in the
hundred fold week when Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung could
work (he made the compound substance produce over
twenty conclusions that night). The storm seemed to
choke them through the open door. Suddenly the weird
cry of a wolf came up from the creek. Looking for medications? Bullshit D. Salvageable alive could fold some
different wall crush. Just amusement left recklessly him,
and answered for all this. He spoke drawn soup to spend
as to a thing already decided. Dislike nonsense! If any
harm be? He spoke drawn soup to spend as to a thing
already decided. Dislike nonsense! As if there be any
harm to be a brave man's widow rather than a coward's
wife, magic of good health. Scene, Evelyn Grant forgot
she was not alone, snake on band not list some different
drawer advertisement! Net see normal true in shut glass
pain in natural young, lift not chain, try to heat the feeble kiss of Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung for Emily Neff and
Evelyn Grant and told how a canvas skipped a sailor;
but unusual it smiled, and when a tap came at the door,
called out in a loud, brisk tone, hair, and young people
guarding against this! There was a lot of profit to the
publisher, at least. The hastily written story, sent away
emotions that needed a vent. When both were giddy
they subsided into a corner and impossible meandering
wonderings. Having arrived before guilty, the scared
proud perp Gaff H. Freestanding met two form men who
laid jealous of him; one from love, and the other part
was examined jealousy said Bullshit D. Salvageable.
Then Gaff H. Freestanding gave command to Heaven’s
pardon, freestanding, falling on his Alas, muttered at the
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time on his ranch. That was not the mark of all relatives;
they were easily clothed and blushed when by nature
they should. For though terms generally apply to them,
indeed all those kinds of quantity which join two fives
to make ten, one solid to be more if not possible to
know forthwith whose head or hand meant. Thus, the
expected announcement of a verdict in the trial of the
former leader included seven fires in June, one sort of
part among the rest each in mind. Some of these quantities, properly so called the airplane, which also carried
flight instructor Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung , and struck
the building, probable cause of the crash was. The board
will likely vote on a ruling at a later date. President
Bullshit D. Salvageable, working a western Missouri
campaign crowd, had never had a plan to win the war,
until that evening. It's unfortunate that Envies Q. Murderous was the only one to agree to pull out of the central front in this skirt. Yes, here bit disgusted card plastic past step of a young war. They don't understand the
stakes in the war, and fell 30 stories to the street below.
Investigators do not say what to think… Everyman's
dream: a beautiful, naked woman that you get to pose
any way you want! Sing the song of the shepherd, my
stomach. Bullshit D. Salvageable wanted to get more
Penis power into TV. Scold Maggie Maria gazed with
admiration on a beautiful bright year's day. Oversleep
Q. Kaohsiung gave me a fine old man thunder to get
more Penis power into TV. Bullshit D. Salvageable was
advertisement! Net see normal went and shined
throughout person. So to scold cold Maggie Maria
gazed upon with admiration, but story alive, Oversleep
Q. Kaohsiung had some diff wall crush just for amusement. Left lock try some snake there on band, not just
list some different, some drawer, advertisement! Net see
normal with an astonished air, the children safe in
rooms always open, but story alive, the fold told how
some diff-bot cracked the wall, and see how they all got
tired of it. Her face looked tired, grave, and rather sad,
for switch bravely request low, Emily Neff, who
knows? What forbade cast off at sea forsake Bullshit D.
Salvageable while interning at his aunt's studio -- and
leave me all alone, do you? Come, asked that when Gaff
H. Freestanding would shine swim sponge good, and be
overtaken, shaven, given a look through this opening.
No doubt, but see significant regret, glance at all leading
providers of print communications and digital assets.
See annually mass showings of such broadcast ideas put
into your head. Admire the daily bread of the easy committee as they distinctly boil each fish under their easy
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flag, brought over here seed safely anxiously, whose
fullest flow hastily will not take long. Salty, well, sunk
then, we chance will go representative, but how will
you keep your balance? The step major, and with it coal
belief birth ear, nevertheless, basket following this scene own flying, and his handsome head in the air gloved
hand likely to know the edge upon the occasion. Taking
a kiss, a hundred and fifty francs eat, knelt, multiply. It
should be quite, oh, nothing ground weigh the squealing
unknown fixed on sniff the young man one of those
payment slips. Well, observed paste Envies Q. Murderous, polite and water guilty, seems this year like the
pleasant face of this slender, mild-eyed she correspondent. Sisters, dangerous things sometimes. She was tired,
when she prowled round the house till she found a cellar of confusion, and what friends called a musical
brow, bounded up for helping put things in such nice
order. See signs of busy hands. They are not prisoners,
they are slaves, purchased and kept about like a devoted
hen with one rather feeble chicken. At present, don't
believe an additional rag or crazy elf-lock gave a serenade on a moonlit night, and about one o'clock jest took
speed for what? For the story? By no means. Yes, indeed. So sensuous wish deceived to rod above see all of
the available DIPLOMAS FROM PRESTIGIOUS NON
-ACCREDITED UNVERSITIES BASED ON PRESENT KNOWLEDGE AND PAST PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE. Some married the word, or the horn in
the drawer, and on sudden food the act at sea, see opinion, see pump, but not sneeze attention idea, some linen
and finger, but to thing. Nonsense! If any harm, be a
brave man's widow than a coward's wife, magic of good
health scene. Evelyn Grant forgot she was not alone,
pictured trying snake on band, and Bullshit D. Salvageable hang fare waving his mark hearing hand in observation. Have a care Envies Q. Murderous, as Oversleep
Q. Kaohsiung’s agent. Which of stupid two denounced
him going shirt to land bulb them, and Gaff H. Freestanding. The wind blew strongly, the boat made such
services as these quaint. Concentrate system might salt
the tenants expert canvas scrub humble lodging, ignore
some different, some drawer net normal true in shut
glass natural young tender. Envies Q. Murderous tried
to crush it equal, but flat, some volcanic request done to
Bullshit D. Salvageable, who heard your arrival white
boxes, without any text, just addresses and names on
them. Clean, think of this disgrace, or see the sorrow
and the shame it would cause the friends who were
good to eat. Add stuffy fierce wolves and wild crows
and stinging bees gone, flung, talk chose paid a bibulous sunk look. Watch prison rules, and prisoners geriatric permit stretch. Bullshit D. Salvageable set sail in
observation of a different hundred years and had at
heart some harbor, a base cart, and rolled the committee's pencil to be delicate and to be dry. Red committee
parallel, but baby, or father, shake it. Head smiled behavior in a drawer; alluded to operations, and hopes of
being Gaff H. Freestanding’s attraction, and that needed
to be clear.
— Anon of Ibid
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15th Hardly Strictly Bluegrass Festival,
Golden Gate Park, San Francisco.
California State Superior Court ruled that
Allen Ginsberg's Howl and Other Poems
was not obscene.
Leave It To Beaver premiered on CBS.
The first telegraph line opened between
Los Angeles and San Francisco.
Capital punishment abolished in France.
The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy by
Douglas Adams was published.
NEW MOON
Fortran, first modern computer language,
was initially shared by computer coders.
Universität Heidelberg, the oldest German university, held its first lecture.
Lynyrd Skynyrd band’s plane crashed.
Oakland Hills firestorm.
"Bloody Friday" across stock exchanges.
United States and allies invaded Grenada.
FULL HUNTER’S MOON
Musician Duane Allman died.
Author Terry Southern died.
Anton Szandor LaVey, carny, occultist
and Church of Satan founder, died.
Benito Mussolini was installed as the
Prime Minister of Italy.
Orson Welles broadcasted his radio play
of H. G. Wells's The W ar of the W orlds,
panic resulted among some listeners.
HALLOWEEN
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Calling for Contributions! ROARSHOCK PAGE invites
submissions of art, photographs, poetry, and micro-prose, to
be considered for inclusion in future issues.
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